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We consider a strongly driven two-level �spin� system, with a periodic external field that induces a sequence
of avoided level crossings. The spin system interacts with a bosonic reservoir which leads to decoherence. A
Markovian dynamical equation is introduced without relying on the rotating wave approximation in the
system-external field interaction. We show that the time evolution of the two-level system is directed toward an
incoherent sum of periodic Floquet states regardless of the initial state and even the type of the coupling to the
environment. Analyzing the time scale of approaching these time-dependent pointer states, information can be
deduced concerning the nature and strength of the system-environment coupling. The inversion as a function of
the external field is usually multivalued, and the form of these hysteresis curves is qualitatively different for
low and high temperatures. For moderate temperatures we found that the series of Landau-Zener-Stückelberg-
type transitions still can be used for state preparation, regardless of the decoherence rate. Possible applications
include quantum information processing and molecular nanomagnets.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Crossings and anticrossings of energy levels play an im-
portant role in various physical systems. The case when the
level scheme is time dependent is of special interest, because
the separation of the levels strongly influences the dynamics,
e.g., depending on the parameters, transitions may occur
around an anticrossing. For a two-level system with a lin-
early time-dependent Hamiltonian, the analytically solvable
Landau-Zener-Stückelberg �LZS� model �1–3� reflects the
most important properties of the dynamics. Phenomena that
can be described using this model include the dynamics of
molecular vibrations �4,5�, multiphoton transitions and ion-
ization of Rydberg atoms �6–9�, molecular nanomagnets
�10–13�, and also quantum information processing with su-
perconducting qubits �14,15�. Multilevel and nonlinear gen-
eralizations of the LZS model have also been studied exten-
sively �see e.g., Refs. �16–19��. The LZS model itself can
describe the adiabatic limit, when the system follows the
instantaneous eigenstates of the Hamiltonian, as well as the
case when a sudden transition takes place. Generally �be-
tween the two extreme situations mentioned above�, an LZS
transition splits the state of the system into two parts, which
are almost orthogonal when the transition region is left. In
this sense, considering periodic driving that forces the sys-
tem to return to the transition region after a half cycle, fun-
damental which-way interference effects �20� can appear.
This kind of interference is highly sensitive to dephasing and
other decoherence mechanisms �21�, which are the phenom-
ena to be investigated in the present paper.

We consider a two-level system driven by an external
field leading to periodic anticrossings. Mathematically, this is
similar to the LZS model with harmonic terms replacing the
usual linear ones in the Hamiltonian. The spin-1

2 system is
assumed to be embedded in a thermal reservoir, and using
Floquet theory �22� we introduce the appropriate master

equation in a systematic way. Investigating the dynamics in-
duced by the master equation we determine the direction and
time scale of the decoherence. We find that the time-
dependent Floquet states play the role of pointer states �23�.
The temperature dependence of the process is also investi-
gated with a special focus being on the population difference
�that is, ��z�� as a function of the external field. In the con-
text of molecular nanomagnets, similar magnetization curves
have recently been investigated in pulsed fields both experi-
mentally �see e.g., Refs. �11,24,25�� and theoretically
�26,27�. Our findings in the periodic case generalize the re-
sult that the multivaluedness of the hysteresis curves in these
systems reflects the relaxation toward the quasistationary
�equilibrium� solutions, which are related to single-valued
magnetization curves.

II. DYNAMICAL EQUATIONS

Dynamics of strongly driven open systems requires spe-
cial attention, as the external field modifies not only the
Hamiltonian of the investigated system, but also its interac-
tion with the environment. Here we consider a periodically
driven two-level system that exhibits a series of avoided
level crossings. This “periodic version” of the Landau-Zener-
Stückelberg model can be described by a Hamiltonian

Hs�t� = a cos��t��z +
�

2
�x = �a cos��t� �/2

�/2 − a cos��t�
� ,

�1�

where �=2� /T is the angular frequency of the external field
and the second equality holds in the 	
+ � , 
−�� eigenbasis of
�z. Although similar model Hamiltonians can describe a
large variety of physical systems, for the sake of definiteness
we will consider a spin-1

2 system being coupled via Zeeman
interaction to an oscillating magnetic field. We assume that
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the spin is embedded in a bosonic reservoir �which, in this
aspect, can represent phonons if the distinguished spin is
coupled to a crystal lattice� described by the Hamiltonian

Hr = �
k

�kak
†ak, �2�

where ak and ak
† are the annihilation and creation operators of

the kth mode satisfying �ak� ,ak
†�=�kk�. �Note that we set �

=1.� The system-environment interaction Hamiltonian is
written as

V = S � �
k

gk�ak
† + ak� , �3�

where S can represent any �Hermitian� spin operator, and the
coupling constants gk are assumed to be real. �Note that this
kind of interaction resembles the coupling of a two-level
atom to electromagnetic field modes �28�, as well as to spin-
phonon coupling in solids �29�.�

Considering only the periodic Hs as the generator of the
time evolution �no environmental influence�, Floquet theory
tells us that it is possible to find a time-dependent eigenbasis


�r�t�� = 
ur�t��e−i�rt, 
ur�t + T�� = 
ur�t�� ,

�u1�t�
u2�t�� = 0, �ur�t�
ur�t�� = 1. �4�

Unlike the Floquet states 
ur�t��, the elements of this basis
themselves are not T-periodic functions, which is related to a
nontrivial phase effect �30�. Let us recall that if �r is a Flo-
quet quasienergy and the corresponding state is 
�r�t��, then
the same holds for �r+n� and 
�r�t��	exp�in�t� for any
integer n. However, these states are equivalent from the dy-
namical point of view, thus it is sufficient to focus on the two
nonequivalent quasienergies the magnitude of which are the
closest to zero. For the sake of definiteness we will assume
�1
�2. Note that the Schrödinger equation induced by the
Hamiltonian �1� can be rewritten as an inhomogeneous dif-
ferential equation of Mathieu type; numerical methods for
computing �1 and �2 using this fact can be found, e.g., in Ref.
�31�. Having obtained the quasienergies and the correspond-
ing states given by Eq. �4�, the time evolution operator
U�t�=�r
�r�t����r�0�
 can be constructed. Then, returning to
the open system, we can transform V into an interaction pic-
ture with Hr and Hs being the Hamiltonians of the uncoupled
total system. In this way, we obtain

SI�t� = �
��0

S���e−i�t + H.c., �5�

where

S��� = �
r,r�,n


ur�0���ur��0�
��r�
S
r��n, �6�

��r�
S
r��n =
1

T


0

T

ein�t�ur��t�
S
ur�t��dt , �7�

with n being an integer, and the sum runs over indices satis-
fying �r�−�r−�n=� �32�. This means that—unless the Fou-

rier component S��� is zero—three sets of positive frequen-
cies appear,

�n
0 = n�, �n

± = ± 
�1 − �2
 + n� . �8�

Assuming that initially the density operator of the complete
system factorizes, ��0�=�s�0� � �r�0�, standard methods
�Born-Markov approximation� lead to the interaction picture
master equation

d

dt
�s�t� = − Trr

0

T

†V�t�,�V�t − s�,�s�t� � �r�‡ds , �9�

where Trr means trace over the reservoir degrees of freedom,
and the explicit indication of the interaction picture has been
omitted. Next we insert Eq. �5� with the standard periodic
�exp�±i�kt�� time dependence of the interaction picture cre-
ation and annihilation operators of the bath into the master
equation above. Then the sums over environmental modes
appearing in Eqs. �3� and �2� are transformed into an integral
over the mode frequencies with the mode density D��� being
a weight factor. Finally we perform rotating wave approxi-
mation �RWA� in the system-environment interaction �32�.
�Note that we did not use RWA for the coupling of the sys-
tem and the external field.� With this approximation the in-
tegral in Eq. �9� can be evaluated, leading to an interaction
picture Born-Markov master equation for the reduced density
operator of the two-level system �33�:

d�s

dt
= �

��0
����S†����sS��� −

1

2
S���S†����s

−
1

2
�sS���S†���� + �����S����sS

†���

−
1

2
S†���S����s −

1

2
�sS

†���S���� , �10�

where

��� = D���g2�����n���� + 1� ,

���� = D���g2����n���� , �11�

with �n����=Trr�a†���a����r� representing the average
number of excitations in the environmental mode labeled by
the frequency �. Returning to the Schrödinger picture, Eq.
�10� turns out to be a Lindblad-type equation �34�, but as a
consequence of the strong driving field, the Lindblad opera-
tors have explicit time dependence. We note that decoher-
ence effects can also be described by the aid of the Feynman-
Vernon influence functional method �35�, which has already
been applied successfully �36,37� to bistable quantum sys-
tems �like the one considered here�.

Additionally, as a result of the system-environment RWA,
the frequencies appearing in Eqs. �5� and �10� are exactly the
same. Recalling that if �r is a Floquet quasienergy, then the
same holds for �r+n� for any integer n, it is possible to
establish a connection between the Floquet spectrum and the
combined energy levels of a two-level system and a quan-
tized single mode field �32�. In view of this, the master equa-
tion above can be interpreted as the coupling of those tran-
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sitions of the combined spin-field systems to the resonant
reservoir mode, where the matrix element of the coupling
operator is nonzero. Technically, it is convenient to collect
the terms in Eq. �10� that contain the same operator part
�e.g., 
u1�0���u2�0�
� then to calculate their common coeffi-
cient by evaluating the sum over frequencies for a suffi-
ciently large, but practically finite number of modes �see Sec.
III B�. Note that interaction with the environment usually
also induces a Lamb-type renormalization of the energy
spectrum of the system, but in this framework the renormal-
ization Hamiltonian �that should appear on the right-hand
side of Eq. �10� in a commutator with �s� commutes with the
system Hamiltonian Hs �32�, thus it has no special impor-
tance from our point of view.

Finally, let us note that in the optical case �when the off-
diagonal elements of Hs oscillate� with system-field RWA
and exact resonance the Floquet quasienergies and states can
be calculated analytically, see Refs. �32,33�, where the quan-
tum jumps leading to the strong-driving Mollow spectrum
are also introduced.

III. DIRECTION AND CHARACTERISTIC TIME OF
DECOHERENCE

A. Summary of the free time evolution

Before investigating how the environment induced deco-
herence modifies the dynamics of the spin system, it is cer-
tainly worth recalling the main features of its free �unitary�
time evolution. First, let us note that by exchanging �x and

�z in the Hamiltonian �1�, we obtain a Hermitian operator Hs
˜

that is unitarily equivalent to the original system Hamil-

tonian: Hs=1 /2��z+�x�Hs
˜��z+�x�. As Hs

˜ can describe a
two-level atom subjected to electromagnetic field �the clas-
sical Rabi problem without RWA �28��, several studies have
been devoted to the time evolution induced by this Hamil-
tonian. Floquet analysis of the dynamics has already been
done in Ref. �38�, while more recent results �see Refs.
�14,15,39� and references therein� usually focus on the appli-
cations in quantum information processing. We note that the
model above appears also in the context of exciton Rabi
oscillations in quantum dots �40,41�. In these strongly con-
fined solid state systems, however, memory effects are im-
portant, the dynamics can often be non-Markovian �42�.

Depending on the parameters, Hs can induce diverse dy-
namical behaviors, which are qualitatively different. In order
to reduce the number of the parameters, we introduce a di-
mensionless time variable �=�t, and obtain that without en-
vironmental effects, the Schrödinger equation

i
d

d�

�� = �A cos����z +

�

2
�x�
�� �12�

governs the dynamics, with A=a /� and �=� /�. To com-
pare with the LZS model, the parameter that characterizes
the dynamics can be PLZS=1−exp�−��2 /2A�, which would
be the transition probability if the external field were linear
with a sweep rate equal to the maximal one �at the crossing�,
i.e., A. From a different point of view, strong and weak driv-
ing also results in qualitatively different dynamical behavior,

here A /� is the relevant parameter: when A is small com-
pared to �, the populations in the eigenbasis of �x exhibits
oscillations with the �dimensionless� Rabi frequency �R

=�A2+ �1−��2, while a strong driving field A�� forces
2�-periodic dynamics. Additionally, when A��, it is clear
from the optical analogy that RWA in the system-field inter-
action accurately describes the dynamics. Note that in our
case this approximation �dropping fast oscillating counter-

rotating terms in Hs
˜, i.e., replacing terms proportional to

cos � in the off diagonals with 1 /2 exp± i�� is equivalent to
assuming a rotating external field �43� in the y-z plane:

Hs
RWA = �A/2� cos����z + �A/2� sin����y . �13�

Figure 1 shows the difference of the Floquet quasienergies

�2−�1
 for the dimensionless Hamiltonian appearing in Eq.
�12� as a function of A and �. For Hs

RWA, the difference �1
−�2 can be calculated analytically and, clearly, it is equal to
the Rabi frequency �R. As expected, RWA is an accurate
approximation for A��: Around driving field amplitudes
A=�, the relative difference between the quasienergies with
and without RWA is of the order of 10%, and it is increasing
for larger values of A. Note that parameters when �2−�1

FIG. 1. �a� The difference of the Floquet quasienergies 
�2−�1

for the dimensionless Hamiltonian given by Eq. �12� as a function
of A and �. �b� The LZS parameter PLZS=1−exp�−��2 /2A� as a
function of A and �.
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=n ,n=0,1 , . . . are special in the sense that in these cases the
dynamics has the same periodicity as the driving field. Fig-
ure 1 also shows the LZS parameter PLZS, indicating the
relation between the LZS-type classification of the parameter
space and the cases of strong and weak driving. Figure 2
shows the time evolution of ��z� for four qualitatively differ-
ent situations, strong and weak driving with both A and �
being either larger or smaller than the driving frequency �
=1. The different periodicity and the role of small and large
LZS parameters can clearly be seen in these plots.

B. Quasistationary solutions with decoherence

In this section we investigate the steady state solutions of
the master equation �10�, i.e., the case when the time deriva-
tives of the interaction picture matrix elements are zero. In
fact, these solutions do depend on time, the matrix elements
will not be constants in the Schrödinger picture, but this kind
of time dependence is well known, and, additionally, consid-
ering a Hamiltonian with explicit time dependence, it is clear
that generally there are no constant solutions. In fact, steady
state solutions of Eq. �10� in the sense above are periodic
�44� due to the time evolution of the Floquet states 
ur�t��.

Now we specify the terms D��� and g��� in  and �
�Eq. �11�� that describe the mode density of the reservoir and
the strength of the coupling of the spin system to the envi-
ronmental mode with frequency �. Assuming a thermal bath,
the average number of excitations �n���� is given by the
Bose-Einstein distribution. Recalling the case of a two-level
atom in thermal electromagnetic field �28� and a molecular
nanomagnet in phonon bath �29�, the choice

��� = �
�3e�/kTr

e�/kTr − 1
, �14�

���� = �
�3

e�/kTr − 1
�15�

is rather general �recall that �=1�. Here the � independent �
describes the overall strength of the coupling, and Tr is the

temperature of the reservoir. Additionally, it is instructive to
rearrange the terms in the master equation �10� by collecting
the coefficients of the interaction picture matrix elements
�̇ij = �ui�0�
d�s /dt
uj�0��. Focusing on the change of the
populations, we obtain a Pauli-type equation

�̇11 = ���22��21 + �12� � − �11��12 + �21� �� ,

�̇22 = − �̇11, �16�

while the off-diagonal elements decay according to

�̇12 = �̇21
� = −

�

2
��11 + �22 + �12 + �21 − 2�3 + �11� + �22� + �12�

+ �21� − 2�3���12. �17�

The coefficients on the right-hand side of Eqs. �16� and �17�
are determined by the type of the system-environment cou-
pling S and parameters A and � in the following way:

�ii = �
n�0

��n
0�
��i
S
i��n
2,

�12 = �
n�0

��n
+�
��2
S
1��n
2,

�21 = �
n�0

��n
−�
��1
S
2��n
2,

�3 = �
n�0

��n
0���2
S
2��n��1
S
1��−n, �18�

and the primed quantities �that vanish at zero temperature�
can be obtained by the substitution →�. Setting the left-
hand side of Eqs. �16� and �17� to zero, the solution is a
diagonal density matrix �in the 
u1�0�� , 
u2�0�� basis�, where
the ratio of the populations is given by

�11
qs

�22
qs =

�21 + �12�

�12 + �21�
. �19�

Clearly, �11
qs +�22

qs =1, and the time evolution converges to the
solution above in the long time limit: �ii

qs=�ii���. Let us re-
call that it is possible to interpret �12+�21� ��21+�12� � as the
sum of the environment induced 
u1�→ 
u2� �
u2�→ 
u1�� tran-
sition rates over different numbers of excitations in the driv-
ing field. This implies that for strong driving, the steady state
solution at zero temperature will not necessarily be the
ground state 
u1�: the coupled system of the spin and the
driving field can emit excitations into the reservoir by both
transitions 
u1�→ 
u2�, 
u2�→ 
u1�, provided the net energy
flow is directed toward the environment. This process is pos-
sible in the 
u1�→ 
u2� �from ground to excited state� transi-
tion as well, since the energy gain of the spin system can be
compensated by an appropriate loss in the energy of the driv-
ing field.

This effect combined with the parameter dependence of
the quasistationary states can be used for state preparation:
As an example, Fig. 3 shows the quasistationary expectation
value ��z�qs=Trs��qs�z� as a function of the driving field am-

FIG. 2. �Color online� Decoherence-free time evolution of the
expectation value ��z� for different parameter values. The initial
state is the lower eigenstate of �z, �s�0�= 
−��−
.
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plitude for different temperatures. As we can see, there are
several points, where the long time limit solution is basically
a certain eigenstate of �z at time instants �=2n�. �For popu-
lation transfer at periodic crossings using a different method,
see Ref. �45�.� Note that the validity of RWA in the system-
environment interaction �this assumption led us to the master
equation �10�, or, in other words, it resulted in the fact that
there is only a single � in each term of the sums defining the
coefficients � in Eq. �18�� requires 
�r−�r�

���n�
��i
S
j��n
2. Clearly, when �1=�2, this condition can-
not be met, but the parameter values where the quasistation-
ary sates are the eigenstates of �z are far from these degen-
erate points.

On the other hand, for weak driving, only the ground state

u1� will be populated in the long time limit. In this case,
apart from resonance �=1 /2, 
u1� is basically the equal
weight antisymmetric superposition of the �z eigenstates,

u1��0���
+ �− 
−�� /�2, implying that in the quasistationary
case ��z��0.

For high temperatures �12��21, thus as it is expected, in
this case the reduced density operator of the spin system will
always be proportional to unity in the long time limit. Let us
note, however, that temperatures in the mK range can already
be termed as high in the context above: if � has the order of
magnitude of MHz, kTr /�=100 is satisfied with Tr
�1 mK.

C. Dynamics: Decoherence time and pointer states

The results of the previous subsection regarding the qua-
sistationary solutions do not depend qualitatively on the type
of the system-environment coupling, but for dynamical cal-
culations, we have to specify the operator S. In the present
paper we investigate the cases S=�x ,�y ,�z.

Figure 4 shows examples of dynamics of the expectation
value ��z� for different system-environment coupling
strengths, temperatures, and coupling operators. As we can
see, the oscillations seen in the free time evolution are
damped in this case. The higher the temperature, the stronger
this damping effect is. As temperature modifies the final
�quasistationary� state according to Eq. �19�, the amplitude

of the long time limit oscillations of ��z� is also temperature
dependent.

In our case Eq. �17� shows that the final reduced density
operator in the relevant interaction picture will be diagonal in
the Floquet basis for any type of system-environment cou-
pling. In other words, decoherence drives the system into an
incoherent sum of these states, thus they can be considered
as pointer states �23� in our system. However, there are im-
portant differences from the usual picture of decoherence.
The first and probably less notable point is the fact that in
our case it is difficult to clearly distinguish between the en-
ergy transfer between the investigated system and its envi-
ronment and decoherence �which in this context refers to the
bare loss of quantum coherence�. The time scale of these two
conceptually different processes is roughly the same �math-
ematically this is reflected by the fact that the rate of change
of the diagonal and off-diagonal elements of �s is compa-
rable�, thus one cannot conclude that first fast decoherence
takes place, which is followed by a slow dissipative process
leading to thermal equilibrium with the environment. In
some sense it is a size effect: in larger systems with more
degrees of freedom it is possible to make a dynamical dis-
tinction between decoherence and dissipation based on the
time scales �see, e.g., Ref. �46��. On the other hand, the na-
ture of the problem implies that we have time dependent
pointer states: even in the long time limit, when �s is diag-
onal in the Floquet states, ��z� oscillates as a consequence of
the time dependence of 
u1� and 
u2�.

The characteristic time of the decoherence, �d, according
to the considerations above, can be defined as the time in-
stant when the off-diagonal elements of the reduced density

FIG. 3. �Color online� The quasistationary expectation value
��z�qs=Trs��qs�z� vs the driving field amplitude for �=1.5 and dif-
ferent temperatures.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Time evolution of the expectation value
��z� for different parameters and decoherence rates �A=0.1, �
=0.5, �=1.0 for the upper, and A=10, �=0.4, �=10−4 for the
lower graph�, system-environment coupling operators, and tempera-
tures. The initial state is the lower eigenstate of �z, �s�0�= 
−��−
.
Note the emergence of solutions with the same periodicity as that of
the driving field.
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operator become smaller than an appropriately chosen per-
centage of their initial magnitude. Recalling Eq. �17�, this
definition can be reformulated as

�d = Re
2

�
��11 + �22 + �12 + �21 − 2�3 + �11� + �22� + �12� + �21�

− 2�3��
−1. �20�

Note that the expression above is independent of the initial
state of the system, it is valid also in the case when the
off-diagonal elements of the density operator are zero at �
=0. Figure 5 shows �d

−1 as a function of the driving field
amplitude for different system-environment couplings S. As
we can see, the overall tendency is the acceleration of deco-
herence as the amplitude increases, which is related to the
width of the distributions ��r�
S
r��n, i.e., by increasing A,
there will be more terms in the coefficients � that are not
negligible. The fine structure of the curves is determined by
the amplitude dependence of the Floquet quasienergies and
states, the maxima correspond to the cases of �1��2. We can
also observe that different coupling operators induce differ-
ent decoherence rates even for the same value of �. Note that
this effect can already be seen in Fig. 4, where the damping
of the coherent oscillations were different for S=�x ,�y ,�z. It
is particularly interesting that for the case of A approaching
zero, Sy and Sz lead to a finite decoherence time, while for Sx
decoherence effects become negligible in this limit. This be-
havior can easily be explained by using the approximate
RWA solutions for 
u1� and 
u2� that contain basically two
Fourier components, and lead to vanishing �finite� � coeffi-
cients for Sx �Sy and Sz�.

In an experimental situation, where ��z� can be measured
with a high enough temporal resolution, and the coupling of
the system to the environment is unknown, the facts dis-
cussed above can be used to gain information concerning the
nature of this interaction by varying the amplitude and ori-
entation of the external field.

IV. HYSTERESIS CURVES: FROM A SERIES OF LOOPS
TO LADDERS

It is often instructive to investigate the response of a
physical system subjected to a periodic field as a function of

this field itself. Assuming that our two-level system repre-
sents a spin-1

2 particle, ��z� is proportional to its magnetiza-
tion in the z direction, i.e., parallel to the dimensionless driv-
ing field F=A cos �. Based on this aspect of the model, and
the fact that—as we shall see—the functions ��z��F� are usu-
ally multivalued, these plots can be called hysteresis curves.

Let us start with the quasistationary solutions of the mas-
ter equation �10�, when the density operator is diagonal in
the Floquet �pointer� basis, with the populations given by Eq.
�19�. In this case the periodicity of the Floquet states imply
that the hysteresis curves are closed lines. The oscillations of
the curves shown in Fig. 6 are related to the time evolution
of the Floquet states, the more Fourier components these
pointer states have, the more local maxima and minima can
be observed in the graph ��z��F�.

Since for high temperatures the quasistationary solution is
proportional to the unit matrix �implying ��z�=0�, we expect
the functions ��z��F� to be squeezed in the vertical direction
as the temperature increases. This effect can clearly be seen
in Fig. 6, for high enough temperatures the plotted curves are
close to a horizontal line, independently from the parameters.

Unless the initial density operator of the spin system is
equal to the quasistationary solution, the function
��z��F���� obtained during the whole time evolution
�=0¯� is multivalued, and this hysteresis curve reflects the
convergence of the system to the long time limit solution.
That is, as Figs. 7 and 8 show, a quasistationary magnetiza-
tion curve acts as an attractor, all the paths ��z��F���� con-
verge to this curve independently from the initial point
��z��F�0��. Visually, the length of the path till the quasista-
tionary curve is reached is related to the dynamics: if there
are a lot of detours before getting close to the final curve,
decoherence is slow; on the other hand, when only a single
line is visible toward the quasistationary curve, coherent os-
cillations are damped strongly.

FIG. 5. �Color online� The rate of the decoherence �d
−1 as a

function of the driving field amplitude for different system-
environment coupling operators and temperatures. FIG. 6. �Color online� Quasistationary magnetization curves for

different parameter values ��=1.5, A=20 for the upper, �
=0.6, A=0.1 for the lower curve� and temperatures. Note that for
small values of A, the Floquet states have only a few Fourier com-
ponents that are not negligible, but this number increases for stron-
ger driving.
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Let us note that in certain experimental situations the di-
mensionless amplitude A can fall orders of magnitude be-
yond the applicability of the method described so far. The
main problem is the determination of the Floquet eigenstates,
which requires the diagonalization of a matrix, the dimension
of which is proportional to A. Therefore we developed an
alternative, approximate way of calculating the parameters
appearing in the dynamical Eqs. �16� and �17�: The eigen-
value equation that leads to the Fourier components

�± 
ui�n = 
0

T

e�in�t��± 
ui�t��ndt �21�

can be rewritten as a system of four differential equations
with n being considered as a continuous variable. These
equations are coupled via a term which is proportional to
� /A, which can usually be considered as a small number,
allowing for the equations to be solved iteratively. The zero
order approximation �assuming � /A=0� is given in terms of
the Airy functions

�+ 
u1�n = N+Ai�− � 2

A
�1/3

�n + A�� ,

�− 
u1�n = N−Ai�� 2

A
�1/3

�n − A�� ,

�+ 
u2�n = �− 
u1�n, �− 
u2�n = − �+ 
u1�n, �22�

where N± are constants. The next iteration provides solutions
where the oscillatory part of the Airy functions �for negative
arguments� are also strongly damped for 
n
�A. Using these
analytical approximations, we found that in the high tem-
perature limit, the coefficients � are proportional to A2 �in-
dications to this kind of behavior can already be seen in Fig.
5�. Note that these analytical results were verified by numeri-
cal calculations with the largest amplitudes allowed by our
computational resources. In fact, not only the scaling with A2

were seen, but a good agreement concerning the prefactor
has also been found. Similarly, the approximate eigenstates
�22� in those domains where the Airy functions do not oscil-
late too fast were also found to be in a reasonable agreement
with the numerically exact results.

A. Application to molecular nanomagnets in slowly oscillating,
large amplitude external magnetic fields

At high temperatures, when ��z�=0 is the final solution,
the hysteresis curves can reach the final horizontal line via a
series of steps �see the left panel of Fig. 7�. According to a
recent experimental result �47�, this kind of behavior can be
relevant in physical systems where crystals consisting of
high-spin molecules such as Mn12-Acetate �or simply Mn12�
and Fe8 �also known as molecular nanomagnets �13�� are
being driven by periodic external magnetic fields. These spe-
cial molecules contain transition metal atoms with strongly
exchange-coupled spins, which causes them to behave as a
single, large spin. Experiments on the magnetization dynam-
ics of these molecular crystals have shown the presence of a
series of steps in the magnetization curve at sufficiently low
temperatures �48–51�. This behavior is a consequence of
quantum mechanical tunneling of spin states through the an-
isotropy energy barrier and occurs when the external field
brings two levels at different sides of the barrier into reso-
nance via Zeeman interaction. When the external magnetic
field is swept linearly, an appropriate LZS model around a
certain resonance provides a very useful approximate de-
scription of the dynamics �physical consequences of the dif-
ference between a model involving not only two energy lev-

FIG. 7. Convergence toward the quasistationary magnetization
curves at high temperatures �kTr /�=600�. The gray dot and the
arrow indicate the starting point �corresponding to �s�0�= 
−��−
�
and the initial direction. The right panel shows the case of weak
decoherence, while environment induced effects are moderate for
the left panel. �Note that according to Fig. 5, the same value of �
means faster decoherence for larger driving field amplitudes.� The
insets show ��z� as a function of � /2�.

FIG. 8. Convergence toward the quasistationary magnetization
curves at low temperatures �kTr /�=1�. The gray dot and the arrow
indicate the starting point �corresponding to �s�0�= 
−��−
� and the
initial direction. The insets show ��z� as a function of � /2�.
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els and the LZS treatment can be found in Ref. �18��.
In the following we focus on the molecule Mn12, which

can be considered as a representative example of molecular
nanomagnets, and, consequently, it has been investigated in
several important experimental works, including the one re-
ported in Ref. �47�. In this experiment the sweep rate was
5.83 mT/s, with amplitudes around 0.25 T, while the tem-
perature was Tr=0.25 K, corresponding to the high tempera-
ture limit kTr /���1. As an example, let us concentrate on
the seventh resonance around 3.67 T, where the magnetic
levels labeled by m=−10 and m�=3 correspond to the �z
eigenstates 
−� and 
+ � in our model, respectively. The level
splitting at this anticrossing can be calculated using the ap-
propriate spin Hamiltonian �18,29�, leading to 7	10−7 K in
temperature units. Combining these values, the dimension-
less parameters are A�1012, ��106, thus the approximate
method described previously in this section has to be
applied.

Physically, the overall decoherence rate �resulting from
various effects �13�� in Mn12 is around 106–108 1 /s, which
means an extremely fast process compared to the oscillation
of the external field, where ��0.1 1 /s. If we assume that
the phonon bath is the only source of decoherence �which is
not the case, see below�, it is impossible to obtain ladderlike
hysteresis curves similar to the experimental results. For very
strong phonon induced decoherence, ��z� as a function of the
external field would show a sudden convergence toward its
stationary value of zero, in other words, the hysteresis curve
would consist of two, almost perpendicular straight lines,
starting with a vertical one that connects the initial point and
the stationary horizontal line. �Similarly to the curve corre-
sponding to the strongest decoherence in Fig. 9.� However,
both experimental and theoretical results show �see, e.g.,

Refs. �52� and �53�� that the main source of decoherence is
related to dipolar and hyperfine interactions which modify
the local environment of the spins and eventually result in a
distribution of the level splittings. Investigating the dynami-
cal properties of our system, it can be seen �both analytically
and numerically� that this effect decreases the off-diagonal
elements of the density matrix in the Floquet basis. The char-
acteristic time of the process depends on the width of the
distribution of the level splittings, but if we take into account
that a single period of the external field takes roughly 10 s,
dephasing due to dipolar and hyperfine interactions is prac-
tically instantaneous. We note, however, that this kind of
dephasing usually does not lead to a horizontal stationary
magnetization curve, as even the incoherent sum of the
Floquet states has nontrivial time dependence.

This implies that it is worth assuming that the results re-
ported in Ref. �47� reflect the interplay of fast dephasing due
to the distribution of the level splittings and a much slower
phonon induced process. Therefore we calculated the dynam-
ics with constantly zero off-diagonal density matrix elements
in the Floquet basis �corresponding to instantaneous dephas-
ing� by the aid of the approximations that led us to Eqs. �22�.
As it is shown by Fig. 9, the value of �12=0.005 1 /s leads to
qualitative agreement with the experimental results. How-
ever, it is clear that decoherence rates � are not variable
parameters, their values are determined by the physical sys-
tem we are considering. Concretely, the value of � in Eq.
�15� �that can be calculated according to Ref. �29�� and the
scaling of ��A� as A2 together determine the decoherence
rates. In this procedure there are basically no free parameters
�apart from some uncertainty of the sound velocity in the
molecular crystal� and we obtained that �12 is around 0.025
1/s, which, according to Fig. 9, is slightly too large, it leads
to hysteresis curves with a few steps only. However, keeping
in mind the approximate nature of our treatment �considering
not only the calculation of the Floquet states �22�, but also
the spin-phonon coupling operator, see, e.g., Ref. �29��, we
think that the methods developed in this paper provide a
solid starting point for a theory that aims to describe nano-
magnets driven by periodic magnetic fields in a quantitative
way. Concerning our current results, we can conclude that
the thermal phonon bath alone cannot be responsible for the
experimentally observed ladderlike hysteresis curves, but
taking the strong dephasing also into account, this kind of
behavior can be explained.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We investigated a two-level system which is driven by
periodic external field and which is also in interaction with a
thermal bath. It has been found that—independently from the
decoherence rate, from the initial state, and even from the
type of the system-environment coupling—the time evolu-
tion is directed toward an appropriate incoherent sum of pe-
riodic Floquet states. The final ratio of the populations re-
lated to these time dependent pointer states is determined by
the parameters of the system Hamiltonian, the type of the
system-environment coupling, and the temperature. Our re-
sults show that the form of the quasistationary hysteresis

FIG. 9. �Color online� Hysteresis curves for slowly oscillating
external fields calculated with assuming incoherent transitions as a
consequence of dephasing. The figure corresponds to the seventh
resonance �around 3.67 T� of the molecular nanomagnet Mn12

driven by an external field with amplitude of 0.25 T and �
=0.1 1 /s. The ladderlike curve for the weakest phonon induced
effect �dotted line� reflects qualitatively the results of Ref. �47�.
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curves is completely determined by the time evolution of the
Floquet states, while the rate of convergence toward these
curves is related to the characteristic time of the decoher-
ence. As an important example of the possible applications,
we have shown that our model can be used to describe mo-
lecular nanomagnets driven by periodic external magnetic
fields.
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